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Background-—Given that statins are increasingly being used for primary-prevention, the public concerns regarding the risk of new-
onset diabetes mellitus associated with statin use may be an issue.

Methods and Results-—Using healthcare data from the national health insurance examinees, our study comprised a cohort of
adults aged ≥40 years with hypercholesterolemia who would be eligible for statin therapy for primary prevention from 2005 to
2012. The primary outcome was the occurrence of clinically relevant new-onset diabetes mellitus requiring medical therapy.
Among 2 162 119 adults with hypercholesterolemia who might be eligible for statin therapy, 638 625 (29.5%) ever used statins
and 1 523 494 (70.5%) never used statins. In the propensity-matched cohort of 518 491 pairs, during mean follow-up of
3.9 years, being an ever-user of statin was significantly associated with diabetes mellitus risk compared with being a never-user of
statin (13.4 versus 6.9 per 1000 person-years; adjusted hazard ratio [HR], 1.88; 95% CI, 1.85–1.93). With increasing duration of
statin use, the risk of diabetes mellitus was proportionally increased (HR 1.25 <1 year, HR 2.22 for 1–2 years, and HR 2.62
>2 years). An excess risk of diabetes mellitus was also associated with a higher intensity (HR 1.75 for low-to-moderate potency
and HR 2.31 for high potency) and a cumulative dosing of statin (HR 1.06 for low-tertile, HR 1.74 for middle-tertile, and HR 2.52 for
high-tertile of defined-daily-disease).

Conclusions-—In patients receiving statin therapy for primary prevention, there was a time- and dose-dependent association of
statin use with an increasing risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2019;8:e011320. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.
118.011320.)
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L arge-scale evidence from randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) shows that statin therapy effectively prevents the

progression of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease and
reduces the risk of major cardiovascular events.1 On the basis
of these proven benefits, the indications for statin therapy have
expanded and more intensified strategies have been recom-
mended for primary and secondary prevention.2 In addition,

since statin therapy has been shown to reduce atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease risk during each year it continues to be
taken, larger absolute benefits would accrue with more
prolonged therapy, and these benefits persist long term.

However, the safety issue of statin therapy regarding an
increased risk of incident diabetes mellitus is controversial.1,3

Indeed, several trial data, meta-analyses, and observational
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studies suggest that statin use is associated with an increased
risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus.4–9 Although the benefits of
statins outweigh the risks for many different patient popula-
tions and the implications of statin-induced diabetesmellitus on
the long-term outcomes are uncertain,1 concerns regarding the
statin-induced diabetes mellitus risks have been continuously
raised, particularly in primary prevention, for which statins are
increasingly being used according to guideline changes.10,11

Given that indications of statin therapy are widely expanding
and more potent and long-term use of statins is recommended
in daily practice, a time- and dose-dependent effect of statin on
diabetes mellitus risks remains to be determined and is of
particular relevance for primary-prevention patients. Using
large-scale national healthcare data from the national health
insurance examinees, we therefore examined the association
between statin therapy and new-onset diabetes mellitus
according to duration, intensity, and cumulative dose of statins
in the real-world setting of primary prevention.

Methods

Data Sources
Anonymized data and study materials have been made
publicly available.12 The analytic methods have been made

available within the article to other researchers for purposes
of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure.

We used healthcare data from national health insurance
examinees endorsed by the National Health Insurance Ser-
vices. As the single payer under the universal health coverage
system, which covers �98% of the Korean population, the
National Health Insurance Services provides a periodic general
health examination for all insured individuals and their depen-
dents.13 The databases of national health insurance examinees
include comprehensive healthcare data, including demograph-
ics, socioeconomic status, self-reported health-related risk
factors, smoking status, and biochemical data. The National
Health Insurance Services databases also contain population-
level data on physician billing claims, on diagnoses, treatments,
procedures, surgical history, and medical prescriptions, which
are reimbursed by the government according to the National
Health Insurance Act.12 The prescription claims data identified
dispensed prescriptions, including medication, date filled, days
supplied, pill number, and dosage. Based on these data sets, we
collected information on demographics, clinical covariates, all
diagnostic and procedure information at inpatient and outpa-
tient encounters, statin prescription, and concomitant car-
dioactivemedications of patients in the study cohort (Table S1).
This study was approved by the institutional review board of the
National Evidence-based Healthcare Collaborating Agency
(NECA-A-15-002). The data are anonymous, and the require-
ment for informed consent was therefore waived.

Study Population
Using healthcare data from national health insurance exam-
inees linked with administrative claims-based data sets, we
assembled a base cohort of adults with hypercholesterolemia
(defined as total cholesterol levels of ≥240 mg/dL) between
January 1, 2005 and December 31, 2012. During the study
period, statin use for patients with hypercholesterolemia in
primary prevention was fully reimbursed by government
insurance, which was the most crucial factor determining
statin prescription in routine clinical practice.11,14 Thus, our
study included adults aged ≥40 years who did not have a
history of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease and had a
total cholesterol level of >240 mg/dL as primary-prevention
cohort who would be eligible for statin therapy. Among them,
we then sequentially excluded, in descending order, patients
who had received any lipid-lowering therapy in the previous
3 years before cohort entry, in order to exclude patients who
were not new users of statin; patients who received a
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus in the year before base-cohort
entry; patients who had malignancy or cancer; patients who
died at the year of cohort entry; patients who did not have
health examination data; and patients who had follow-up
period <6 months after cohort entry (Figure 1).

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• In the current practice pattern of statin therapy that is more
broadly indicated for primary prevention, the adverse effect
of statin therapy on increasing the risk of new-onset
diabetes mellitus is concerning.

• However, given that indications of statin therapy are widely
expanding, and more potent and long-term use of statin is
recommended in daily practice, a time- and dose-dependent
effect of statin on diabetes mellitus risks remains to be
determined and is of particular relevance for primary-
prevention patients.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• In this analysis of data from the national health insurance
examinees, we identified a strong association between
statin therapy and the risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus in
primary prevention. There was a time- and dose-dependent
association of statin use with an increasing risk of incident
diabetes mellitus.

• It should be further discussed whether the absolute benefit of
treatment substantially outweighs the diabetes mellitus risk in
primary prevention in low-risk patients, and further research is
warranted to identify more vulnerable patients who are at a
higher risk of developing incident diabetes mellitus.
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Exposure and Outcome Assessment
The drug exposure of interest was ever or never use of statin
therapy. Ever use of statin was defined as having filled at least
2 prescriptions for the drug within a 6-month period. Once a
patient met the exposure definition, he or she was considered
exposed from that point forward: thus, we used the date of
the second prescription as the index date for statin use. This
time period between first and second prescriptions accounted
for nonadherence and for the drug’s biologic effect. Never use
of statin was defined as patients who did not receive any
statin therapy at any time period. We excluded patients who
did not meet the criteria of ever- or never-use exposure
definition of statin (Figure 1). Among patients who received
statin therapy, we subdivided cohorts according to the

duration, intensity, and cumulative dose of statins. Duration
of statin use was classified as <1, 1 to 2 years, and >2 years
after the index date of statin use. For statin intensity, patients
who received an atorvastatin dose of 40 to 80 mg/d or
rosuvastatin dose of 20 to 40 mg/d was categorized as high-
intensity dose and other therapies were categorized as having
low-to-moderate intensity. For computing the cumulative dose
for statin, we applied the definition of defined daily disease by
the World Health Organization.15 The defined daily disease is
the assumed average maintenance dose per day for a drug
used for its main indication in adults.

The primary outcome of the study was the newly devel-
oped, clinically relevant type 2 diabetes mellitus during follow-
up. Clinically relevant, new-onset diabetes mellitus was
defined on the basis of the new principal, inpatient or
outpatient diagnostic code for type 2 diabetes mellitus
(according to the International Classification of Diseases,
Tenth Revision [ICD-10], disease codes, E11 or E14) and the
new prescription of oral antidiabetic drugs or insulin during
follow-up. Patients in each cohort were followed from the date
of study-cohort entry until study outcome occurred or data
were censored, whichever occurred first.

Statistical Analysis
Propensity-score matching was used as the primary tool to
adjust for differences in the baseline characteristics between
statin user group and statin nonuser group. The propensity
score is a conditional probability of having a drug exposure
given a set of baseline measured covariates.16 The propensity
score was estimated with the use of a nonparsimonious
multivariable logistic-regression model,17 with statin user
group as the dependent variable and all the baseline
characteristics outlined in Table 1 as covariates. Matching
was performed with the use of a nearest-neighbor–matching
algorithm with a “greedy” heuristic (a 1:1 matching protocol
without replacement), with a caliper width equal to 0.2 of the
SD of the logit of the propensity score. Standardized
differences were estimated for all baseline covariates before
and after matching to assess prematch imbalance and
postmatch balance. Standardized differences of <10.0% for
a given covariate indicate a relatively small imbalance.18

In the matched cohort, paired comparisons were per-
formed with the use of McNemar’s test for binary variables
and a paired Student t test or paired-sample test for
continuous variables. To estimate the diabetes mellitus risks,
the time to an event was calculated to obtain incidence rates
per 1000 person-years, which were age-standardized after
adjustment for sex. The comparative risks of outcomes were
determined with the use of Cox regression model, with robust
standard errors that accounted for the clustering of matched
pairs. Survival curves were constructed with Kaplan–Meier

Figure 1. Creation of the study population. Hypercholes-
terolemia was defined as total cholesterol levels of ≥240 mg/
dL. ASCVD indicates atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease.
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Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Patients Before and After Propensity-Score Matching*

Characteristic

Before Matching After Matching

Never User
(N = 1 523 494)

Ever User
(N = 638 625)

Standardized
Differences (%)

Never User
(N = 518 491)

Ever User
(N = 518 491)

Standardized
Differences, %

Age

Mean, y 51.9�9.1 55.5�8.6 1.7 54.9�9.1 55.0�8.6 1.8

Distribution

40–49 44.9 (684 364) 24.7 (157 925) 43.4 26.6 (138 212) 27.8 (144 384) 2.7

50–59 36.1 (549 988) 45.2 (288 332) 18.5 44.6 (231 153) 44.5 (230 547) 0.2

60–69 13.3 (202 934) 23.0 (147 114) 25.4 21.2 (109 754) 20.7 (107 389) 1.1

≥70 5.7 (86 208) 7.1 (45 254) 5.8 7.6 (39 372) 7.0 (36 171) 2.3

Sex

Female 50.0 (762 052) 63.1 (402 839) 26.6 62.1 (321 818) 61.3 (317 757) 1.6

Male 50.0 (761 442) 36.9 (235 786) 26.6 37.9 (196 673) 38.7 (200 734) 1.6

Income tertile

Low-tertile 46.6 (709 963) 48.0 (306 487) 2.8 48.4 (251 001) 48.4 (251 080) 0.0

Middle-tertile 29.2 (445 153) 27.0 (172 458) 4.9 27.3 (141 645) 27.1 (140 289) 0.6

High-tertile 24.2 (368 378) 25.0 (159 680) 1.9 24.3 (125 845) 24.5 (127 122) 0.6

Body mass index†

Mean (kg/m2) 24.3�2.9 24.5�2.9 8.7 24.4�3.0 24.4�2.9 0.0

Distribution

<20 5.9 (89 326) 4.4 (28 183) 6.6 5.1 (26 447) 4.9 (25 114) 1.2

20–22.4 21.3 (324 421) 19.4 (124 109) 4.6 20.6 (107 029) 20.3 (105 195) 0.9

22.5–24.9 34.5 (525 346) 35.0 (223 186) 1.0 35.1 (181 859) 35.0 (181 618) 0.1

≥25 38.3 (584 401) 41.2 (263 147) 5.8 39.2 (203 156) 39.8 (206 564) 1.4

Hypertension 11.8 (180 423) 39.6 (252 885) 67.0 29.3 (151 887) 30.4 (157 713) 2.5

Current smoking 36.0 (548 281) 26.7 (170 745) 20.0 27.5 (142 817) 28.1 (145 778) 1.3

Baseline fasting glucose level

Mean (mg/dL) 98.2�20.6 96.4�15.3 10.1 97.2�18.0 96.4�15.5 4.8

Distribution

<80 8.6 (131 063) 8.8 (56 126) 0.7 8.8 (45 752) 8.8 (45 468) 0.2

80–99 54.6 (832 116) 56.8 (362 556) 4.3 56.5 (292 869) 56.7 (293 870) 0.4

100–119 29.2 (445 167) 28.9 (184 791) 0.6 28.9 (149 852) 28.8 (149 430) 0.2

≥120 7.6 (115 148) 5.5 (35 152) 8.3 5.8 (30 018) 5.7 (29 723) 0.3

Total cholesterol
(mg/dL)

256.7�19.4 259.8�32.5 11.6 262.5�24.6 257.6�30.9 17.6

Physical activity (no. of exercise per wk)

0 55.3 (842 689) 55.0 (351 013) 0.7 56.0 (290 340) 55.3 (286 583) 1.5

1–2 25.6 (389 288) 22.9 (146 511) 6.4 22.7 (117 928) 23.2 (120 546) 1.2

3–4 11.4 (174 391) 12.7 (81 069) 3.8 12.3 (63 529) 12.5 (64 539) 0.6

≥5 7.7 (117 126) 9.4 (60 032) 6.1 9.0 (46 694) 9.0 (46 823) 0.1

Renal failure 0.1 (865) 0.3 (1688) 5.2 0.1 (749) 0.2 (886) 0.8

Charlson comorbidity index

Mean 0.6�0.8 1.1�1.1 55.4 1.0�1.0 1.0�1.0 2.0

Continued
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estimates and compared according to methods appropriate
for matched data.19

Analyses of diabetes mellitus risks were also performed in a
separate propensity-matched cohort of patients according to
prespecified key subgroups: clinical subgroups were based on
sex, age group (<60 and ≥60 years), clinical risk factors for
developing diabetes mellitus (impaired fasting glucose, body
mass index 25 kg/m² or higher, and lack of exercise), and types
of statin (atorvastatin, rosuvastatin, simvastatin, pravastatin, or
others).

This was an observational data analysis using national
healthcare data sets. To carefully define the population of
interest and minimize the data-dredging processes, we
prespecified study objectives, a hypothesis, and a statistical
approach using a statistical analysis plan.20 All reported
P values are 2-sided and have not been adjusted for multiple
testing. All the analyses were performed with the use of SAS
software, version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Results

Study Population
We identified a total of 2 162 119 adults aged ≥40 years with
hypercholesterolemia who would be eligible for statin therapy
in primary prevention and who met our inclusion criteria
(Figure 1). Among them, 638 625 (29.5%) ever used statin

therapy and 1 523 494 (70.5%) never used statin. Before
propensity-score matching, there were differences between
the 2 groups in several of the baseline variables (Table 1).
With the use of propensity-score matching, we identified
518 491 matched pairs of statin users and nonusers with
similar baseline characteristics. After matching, the standard-
ized differences were <10.0% for most of variables, indicating
only small differences between the 2 groups (Table 1).

Risk of New-Onset Diabetes Mellitus
The follow-up time ranged from at least 6 months to 9 years
(average follow-up: 3.9 years). During follow-up, statin use was
founded to be significantly associated with an increased risk of
new-onset diabetes mellitus as compared with statin nonuse
(13.4 versus 6.9 events per 1000 person-years, respectively;
adjusted HR, 1.88; 95% CI, 1.85–1.93) (Table 2 and Figure 2).

To determine the time- and dose-dependent association of
statin therapy with developing new-onset diabetes mellitus,
we further assessed the risk of incident diabetes mellitus
according to the duration, intensity, and the cumulative dose
of statin (Table 2 and Figure 3). There was evidence of a
duration–response relationship between statin use and
diabetes mellitus risks: with increasing duration of statin
therapy, the risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus substantially
increased. Similar findings were observed with increasing
potency of statin. On assessing the risks of incident diabetes

Table 1. Continued

Characteristic

Before Matching After Matching

Never User
(N = 1 523 494)

Ever User
(N = 638 625)

Standardized
Differences (%)

Never User
(N = 518 491)

Ever User
(N = 518 491)

Standardized
Differences, %

Distribution

0 60.3 (918 135) 33.0 (211 078) 56.7 36.3 (188 107) 37.7 (195 541) 3.0

1 28.2 (430 019) 38.1 (243 153) 21.0 38.6 (200 287) 37.8 (196 122) 1.6

2 8.5 (129 577) 20.3 (129 550) 34.0 18.2 (94 185) 17.5 (90 576) 1.8

≥3 3.0 (45 763) 8.6 (54 844) 24.1 6.9 (35 912) 7.0 (36 252) 0.2

Concomitant cardioactive medications

Aspirin 1.5 (22 857) 7.0 (44 644) 27.5 4.0 (20 494) 4.6 (23 958) 3.3

b-blockers 5.3 (80 420) 13.1 (83 858) 27.4 10.7 (55 362) 10.8 (55 936) 0.4

Calcium-
channel
blockers

5.0 (75 425) 16.4 (104 720) 37.7 12.1 (62 778) 12.7 (65 630) 1.7

ACE inhibitors or
ARBs

4.5 (67 855) 19.4 (124 120) 47.5 12.1 (62 533) 13.5 (69 869) 4.3

Diuretics 7.0 (107 100) 20.2 (129 032) 39.1 15.4 (79 884) 15.9 (82 261) 1.3

ACE indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB, angiotensin-receptor blocker.
*Data are reported as means�SD or percentages (numbers). The standardized differences are reported as percentages; a difference of <10.0% indicates a relatively small imbalance.
†The body mass index is the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters.
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mellitus according to the cumulative dose of statin therapy,
we also found a proportional increase of the risk of developing
new-onset diabetes mellitus.

Subgroup Analyses
The associations of statin use with the risk of new-onset
diabetes mellitus stratified by the key clinical subgroups are
shown in Table 3 and Figure 4. The effects of statin on
diabetes mellitus risks were consistent for subgroups strat-
ified by sex and age. When we performed analyses stratified
on the basis of having clinical risk factors of diabetes mellitus
(impaired fasting glucose, body mass index 25 kg/m² or
higher, and lack of exercise), the magnitude of diabetes
mellitus risks was not substantially modified by the presence

or absence of diabetes mellitus risk factors. Similar results
were obtained when statins were subcategorized according to
specific types of drugs, suggesting no significant between-
drugs differences with respect to the risk of new-onset
diabetes mellitus.

Discussion
Our study was designed to examine the effect of statin on the
risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus among a primary-
prevention patient cohort in the “real-world” setting. The
major findings from the present analysis, a nationwide
population-based study, are that (1) statin use was signifi-
cantly associated with an increased risk of clinically relevant,
new-onset diabetes mellitus; (2) there was a time- and dose-
dependent association of statin use with an increasing risk of
incident diabetes mellitus; (3) there was no substantial
difference in the risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus according
to age, sex, and the presence or absence of diabetes mellitus
risk factors; and (4) we did not find any differential risks of
new-onset diabetes mellitus associated with different types of
statins.

Our study using healthcare data from national health
insurance examinees combined with administrative claims-
based data sets has many unique aspects and advantages.
Because the Korean National Health Insurance Services
covers most of the population by obligation, data loss within
the patient population was minimal and complete ascertain-
ment for the development of new-onset diabetes mellitus was
feasible with a systematic linkage with hospital inpatient or

Table 2. Incidence Rate and Hazard Ratios for the Association Between Statin Use and the Risk of New-Onset Diabetes Mellitus in
the Propensity-Score-Matched Cohort*

Statin User Duration of Statin Use, y Intensity of Statin Therapy Cumulative Dose of Statin

Never User Ever User <1 1 to 2 >2
Low or
Moderate High

First
Tertile

Second
Tertile

Third
Tertile

No. of new-onset diabetes
mellitus

15 682 31 143 8777 6575 15 791 18 229 12 914 4047 8086 19 010

Person-y of follow-up time 2 006 261 2 074 998 940 003 402 667 732 328 1 347 976 727 021 522 036 618 248 934 713

Incidence rate of new-onset
diabetes mellitus†

6.9 13.4 8.2 14.6 19.8 12.0 16.0 6.7 11.5 18.6

Hazard ratios (95% CI)‡ 1 [referent] 1.94 (1.90
–1.98)

1.21
(1.18–
1.24)

2.13
(2.07–
2.19)

2.67
(2.61–
2.73)

1.72 (1.68
–1.75)

2.29
(2.23–
2.34)

1.00
(0.97–
1.04)

1.70
(1.66–
1.75)

2.54
(2.48–
2.59)

Adjusted Hazard ratios
(95% CI)§

1 [referent] 1.88 (1.85
–1.93)

1.25
(1.21–
1.28)

2.22
(2.16–
2.29)

2.62
(2.56–
2.67)

1.75 (1.71
–1.78)

2.31
(2.26–
2.37)

1.06
(1.02–
1.10)

1.74
(1.70–
1.79)

2.52
(2.47–
2.57)

*The propensity-score–matched cohort included 518 491 patients in the statin ever-user group and 518 491 patients in the statin never-user group.
†Incidence rate per 1000 person-years.
‡Hazard ratios are for statin ever-users as compared with statin never-users in the propensity-matched cohort.
§Models were further adjusted for body mass index, baseline total cholesterol level, baseline fasting glucose level, and Charlson comorbidity index in the propensity-matched cohort.

Figure 2. Cumulative risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus in the
matched cohort.
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outpatient diagnostic code and records of prescription-drug
dispensing data. In addition, because statin therapy for
patients with hypercholesterolemia in primary prevention was
fully reimbursed during the study period, many unrestricted
incident users of statins were included. Thus, our study can
provide clinically relevant information on diabetes mellitus
risks of statin therapy in primary-prevention patients encoun-
tered in routine care and can also assess a time- and dose-
dependent association of statin use with diabetes mellitus
risks. Also, with 2.1 million patients under observation, we
had the statistical power to robustly assess this important
safety issue of statin.

Although the exact mechanism underlying diabetes mellitus
risk of statin remains yet to be determined, several mechanisms
have been suggested to explain this risk.3,21,22 New-onset
diabetes mellitus has been observed in clinical trials and in
meta-analyses involving statin therapy.4–7,23 The JUPITER trial

was the first placebo-controlled statin trial to formally report an
increased risk of developing diabetes mellitus.4 The excess of
diabetes mellitus risks seems to be limited to patients with
major risk factors for diabetes mellitus.23 In subsequent meta-
analyses, standard dose of statin was associated with a
proportional increase of �10% in reported diabetes mellitus,
and more intensive doses with about a 10% further increase.5–7

Although the magnitude of the risk of new-onset diabetes
mellitus following statin use was very pronounced, several
observational studies showed similar findings.8,9,24–26 Our
population-based study provided another evidence supporting
the notion that statin use was significantly associated with an
increased risk of incident diabetes mellitus in primary-
prevention patients. Although some studies showed conflicting
findings with regard to overall dose and duration effects of
statin on diabetes mellitus,27,28 we found a time- and dose-
dependent association of statin use with increased diabetes

Figure 3. Association between statin therapy and the risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus, according to duration, intensity, and cumulative
dose of statins. Hazard ratios are for statin users as compared with statin nonusers in the propensity-matched cohort. Adjusted PS Models were
further adjusted for body mass index, baseline total cholesterol level, baseline fasting glucose level, and Charlson comorbidity index in the
propensity-matched cohort. HR indicates hazard ratio; PS, propensity-score.
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mellitus risks. However, it is also recognized that people
receiving statins have some common risk factors for diabetes
mellitus that become worse over time and those with worse
initial risk factors probably get more aggressive (higher dose)
treatment with statins.

In the current study, we found that statins seem to have a
class effect regardless of the individual type of statin. Prior
studies suggested that different statins might impart different
risks of diabetes mellitus.9,29 Although some studies reported
that a specific statin might be associated with neutral or
beneficial effects on glucose metabolism,30 the current
clinical guidelines, because of the limited evidence supporting

varying risks of diabetes mellitus, do not recommend a
specific statin type in populations at high risk of developing
statin-induced diabetes mellitus.2,31

Previous studies revealed that patients having pre-existing
risk factors for developing diabetes mellitus (eg, metabolic
syndrome, impaired fasting glucose, elevated body mass
index, age, hypertension, increased fasting triglycerides, or
elevated glycated hemoglobin A1C) had a higher diabetes
mellitus risk.23,32 By contrast, a pooled meta-analysis showed
conflicting results.7 In our study, the risks of new-onset
diabetes mellitus was not associated with the baseline
characteristics of patients having a propensity for developing

Table 3. Association Between Statin Use and Risk of New-Onset Diabetes Mellitus in the Propensity-Score–Matched Cohort,
According to Major Clinical Subgroups*

Subgroups

No. of Matched Pairs Incidence Rate†

Hazard Ratio (95% CI)‡ P ValueNever User Ever User Never User Ever User

Sex

Men 197 192 197 192 8.72 16.12 1.82 (1.77–1.87) <0.001

Women 317 909 317 909 5.73 11.67 2.01 (1.95–2.06) <0.001

Age

≥60 y 147 582 147 582 9.12 15.87 1.83 (1.77–1.89) <0.001

<60 y 367 426 367 426 5.84 12.39 2.06 (2.01–2.11) <0.001

Diabetes mellitus risk factors

Impaired fasting glucose§

Yes 180 224 180 224 15.23 28.25 1.88 (1.84–1.92) <0.001

No 336 041 336 041 2.56 6.08 2.30 (2.21–2.38) <0.001

Body mass index

≥25 kg/m2 203 814 203 814 9.93 19.34 1.93 (1.88–1.98) <0.001

<25 kg/m2 312 292 312 292 4.87 9.36 1.93 (1.88–1.99) <0.001

Lack of exercisek

Yes 227 927 227 927 6.23 12.60 2.01 (1.95–2.07) <0.001

No 288 509 288 509 7.27 14.03 1.90 (1.85–1.95) <0.001

Any risk factors

One or more 422 188 422 188 7.99 15.60 1.95 (1.91–1.98) <0.001

None 94 346 94 346 1.67 3.98 2.30 (2.11–2.52) <0.001

Types of statin

Atorvastatin 233 554 233 554 6.54 14.06 2.17 (2.10–2.24) <0.001

Rosuvastatin 25 586 25 586 6.17 14.11 2.55 (2.32–2.79) <0.001

Simvastatin 121 127 121 127 7.34 15.03 2.04 (1.97–2.11) <0.001

Pravastatin 10 877 10 877 7.29 14.96 2.12 (1.88–2.39) <0.001

Others 48 979 48 979 6.90 14.74 2.10 (1.98–2.22) <0.001

*Patients were matched on the basis of the logit of the propensity score according to prespecified subgroups: sex (men or women), age (≥60 or <60 years), diabetes mellitus risk factors
(impaired fasting glucose, higher body mass index, or lack of exercise) and type of statin (atorvastatin, rosuvastatin, simvastatin, pravastatin, or others).
†Incidence rate per 1000 person-year.
‡Hazard ratios are for statin user as compared with statin nonuser.
§Impaired fasting glucose was defined as a fasting glucose ≥100 and <126 mg/dL.
kLack of exercise was defined as being engaged in <1 day of exercise per week.
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diabetes mellitus, including impaired fasting glucose, body
mass index, or lack of exercise. Thus, further studies are
required to optimally define more vulnerable people at high
risk of developing diabetes mellitus and how to monitor such
patients carefully.

Until recently, the clinical relevance of diabetes mellitus
risks with statin use has been less clear. The cardiovascular
benefit for people with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease
or for those at high cardiovascular risk strongly favors statin
use. However, for people with a low cardiovascular risk who
are usually indicated for primary prevention, the balance of
vascular benefits and diabetes mellitus hazard of statin should

be considered. Prior study reported that statin therapy was
associated with a much greater number of vascular events or
deaths reduction than the number of new cases of diabetes
mellitus, which was already considered in the estimates of
the overall benefits.23 Unfortunately, accurate assessment of
the absolute benefit of statin on vascular events over the
hazard of developing new-onset diabetes mellitus is not
feasible in our observational cohort. Although the magnitude
of diabetes mellitus risks in our study were more pro-
nounced than those observed in prior RCTs, overall findings
should be interpreted with concerns that exaggerated claims
about side-effect rates with statin may be responsible for its

Figure 4. Hazard ratios for the risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus in the propensity-score–matched cohort, according to major clinical
subgroups.
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underuse among individuals at increased risk of cardiovas-
cular events.1,33,34

Different ethnicity also has been suggested to link between
statin use and new-onset diabetes mellitus: it is suggested that
Asian ethnicity may be more prone to developing new-onset
diabetes mellitus with statin use.35 The genetic differences in
statin pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, as well as a
genetic susceptibility to insulin resistance among Asian pop-
ulations, likely play a role.36 In general, the Asian population
achieves benefits similar to those of the Western population at
lower statin doses, primarily because of genetically based
differences in the statin metabolism at the level of hepatic
enzymes and drug transporters.37 In addition, Asian popula-
tions, especially those of South Asian descent, are more prone
to abdominal obesity and low muscle mass with increased
insulin resistance compared with their Western counterparts.36

Thus, Asians are more genetically susceptible to insulin
resistance and diabetes mellitus than whites. Although the
mechanism that predisposes the higher rate of statin-
associated diabetes mellitus in Korean population remains
unknown, a genetic susceptibility to insulin resistance in Asian
populations and genetic differences in the metabolism of
statins might play a role.

Our study had some limitations. First, our results are based
on national administrative data records. There is a possibility
of coding errors, missing data, lack of clinically relevant data
because of unmeasured variables, or concomitant over-the-
counter drug use that usually does not reflect in such data
sources. In addition, the events of new-onset diabetes
mellitus were not centrally adjudicated, leaving a substantial
risk of bias and misclassification of the end point. Second,
this was a nonrandomized, observational study and hence
suffers from potential selection and ascertainment bias
despite robust propensity-score matching. Third, the database
did not have variables such as high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol or triglycerides that may result in more statin
use and also increase the risk of diabetes mellitus; therefore,
these variables could not be included in the propensity
scores. Fourth, we defined statin-eligible people on the basis
of the reimbursement policy, which was the most crucial
factor in determining statin prescription in our practice
pattern. Thus, care should be used when considering the
diabetes mellitus risks for other populations adopting differ-
ent criteria of statin eligibility.2,31,38 Fifth, our findings could
be influenced by a survivor bias: statin treatment makes
people less likely to die and hence a statin user has an
increased chance of developing diabetes mellitus. Sixth, we
did not precisely account for treatment retention and
adherence to statin therapy. Lastly, this study involves a
single country. The direct applicability and generalizability of
our results to our real-world populations with different ethnic
or backgrounds might be questionable.

Conclusion
In this nationwide observation cohort study of primary-
prevention patients for statin therapy, as compared with statin
nonusers, being a statin user was significantly associated with
an increased risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus. There was a
time- and dose-dependent association of statin use with an
increasing risk of diabetes mellitus. Our data support the
findings from RCTs of statins and indicate caution in utilizing
high-dose statins for long-term primary prevention. In addition,
further studies are needed to evaluate the long-term impact of
new-onset diabetes mellitus in patients receiving statin therapy
for primary-prevention.
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Table S1. Definitions of Clinical Risk Factors or Comorbid Conditions and Concomitant 

Cardioactive Medications on the Basis of Disease Codes and Prescriptions.* 

Variable Definition 

Clinical history or risk factors  

 Diabetes ICD-10 diagnosis codes: E10.X-E14.X 

 Malignancy or cancer ICD-10 diagnosis codes: C00.X–C99.X 

 Hypertension ICD-10 diagnosis codes: I10.X–I13.X, I15.X 

   Renal disease ICD-10 diagnosis codes: N18 

Charlson comorbidity index  

 1. Myocardial infarction ICD-10 diagnosis codes: I21.x, I22.x, I25.2 

 2. Congestive heart failure ICD-10 diagnosis codes: I09.9, I11.0, I13.0, I13.2, I25.5, I42.0, 

I42.5-I42.9, I43.x, I50.x, P29.0 

 3. Peripheral vascular disease ICD-10 diagnosis codes: I70.x, I71.x, I73.1, I73.8, I73.9, I77.1, 

I79.0, I79.2, K55.1, K55.8, K55.9, Z95.8, Z95.9 

 4. Cerebrovascular disease ICD-10 diagnosis codes: G45.x, G46.x, H34.0, I60.x–I69.x 

 5. Dementia ICD-10 diagnosis codes: F00.x–F03.x, F05.1, G30.x, G31.1 

 6. COPD ICD-10 diagnosis codes: I27.8, I27.9, J40.x–J47.x, J60.x–J67.x, 

J68.4, J70.1, J70.3 

 7. Rheumatic disease (connective tissue 

disease) 

ICD-10 diagnosis codes: M05.x, M06.x, M31.5, M32.x–

M34.x, M35.1, M35.3, M36.0 

 8. Peptic ulcer disease ICD-10 diagnosis codes: K25.x–K28.x 

 9. Diabetes mellitus (1 point if 

uncomplicated, 2 points if end-organ 

ICD-10 diagnosis codes: (1point) E10.0, E10.l, E10.6, E10.8, 

E10.9, E11.0, E11.1, E11.6, E11.8, E11.9, E12.0, E12.1, El2.6, 



 

damage) E12.8, El2.9, E13.0, E13.1, E13.6, E13.8, E13.9, E14.0, E14.1, 

E14.6, E14.8, E14.9; (2 points) E10.2–E10.5, E10.7, E11.2, 

E11.5, E11.7, E12.2–E12.5, E12.7, E13.2–E13.5, E13.7, 

E14.2–E14.5, E14.7 

 10. Moderate to severe chronic kidney 

disease (2 points) 

ICD-10 diagnosis codes: I12.0, I13.1, N03.2–N03.7, N05.2–

N05.7, N18.x, N19.x, N25.0, Z49.0–Z49.2, Z94.0, Z99.2 

 11. Hemiplegia (2 points) ICD-10 diagnosis codes: G04.1, G11.4, G80.1, G80.2, G81.x, 

G82.x, G83.0–G83.4, G83.9 

 12. Leukemia (2 points) 

13. Malignant lymphoma (2 points) 

14. Solid tumor (2 points) 

ICD-10 diagnosis codes: C00.x–C26.x, C30.x–C34.x, C37.x–

C41.x, C43.x, C45.x–C58.x, C60.x–C76.x, C81.x–C85.x, 

C88.x, C90.x–C97.x 

 14. Metastatic solid tumor (6 points if 

metastatic) 

ICD-10 diagnosis codes: (6 points) C77.x–C80.x 

 15. Liver disease (1 point if mild, 3 points 

if moderate to severe) 

ICD-10 diagnosis codes: (1point) B18.x, K70.0–K70.3, K70.9, 

K71.3–K71.5, K71.7, K73.x, K74.x, K76.0, K76.2–K76.4, 

K76.8, K76.9, Z94.4; (3 points) I85.0, I85.9, I86.4, I98.2, 

K70.4, K71.1, K72.1, K72.9, K76.5, K76.6, K76.7 

 Concomitant cardioactive medications  

 Statins atorvastatin, rosuvastatin, fluvastatin, lovastatin, pravastatin,  

simvastatin, pitavastatin, ezetamibe/simvastatin 

  Aspirin  acetylsalicylic acid 

 β-blockers atenolol, betaxolol, bevantolol, bisoprolol, carteolol, carvedilol, 

celiprolol, esmolol, labetalol, propranolol, sotalol, metoprolol 



 

combinations, bisoprolol combinations, s-atenolol, nebivolol 

 Calcium-channel blocker amlodipine, barnidipine, benidipine, cilnidipine, diltiazem, 

felodipine, isradipine, lacidipine, lercanidipine, manidipine, 

nicardipine, nifedipine, nilvadipine, nimodipine, nitrendipine, 

verapamil, nisoldipine 

 ACE inhibitors or ARBs benazepril, candesartan, captopril, cilazapril, enalapril, 

fosinopril, imidapril, irbesartan, isinopril, losartan, moexipril, 

perindopril, zofenopril, quinapril, ramipril, temocapril, valsartan, 

telmisartan, eprosartan, olmesartan medoxomil,  

 Diuretics furosemide, hydrochlorothiazide, amiloride, indapamide, 

spironolactone, torasemide, xipamide, metolazone  

 

*On the basis of the procedure codes provided by the national claims data in the National Health 

Insurance Service. 

 

ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blocker; COPD, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease. 


